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Hinode to SOLAR-C through CLASP
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What’s CLASP?
• The Chromospheric Lyman?alpha Spectro?polarimeter (CLASP)
is to aim for first high precision (0.1%) measurement of the
linear polarization produced by scattering processes and the
Hanle effect in the Lyman?alpha line (121.6nm).
• CLASP proposal was accepted by NASA in 2012, and is planned
to fly in 2015.
? ~ 5?minute observations during ballistic flight at White
Sands in USA
• International collaborations (5 institutes in 12 countires) are to
realize strong combination of powerful instrumentation,
advanced numerical simulations, and theory of Hanle effect.
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Wavelength coverage 121.567nm? 0.6nm
Slit?jaw?Optics
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Requirements & Control of Polarization














Example: Error Budget for Spurious Polarization




















































Integration of Flight Items












CLASP UV Light Source
























CLASP UV Light Source








MgF2 lens Deut rium lamp
Optical Alignment with Visible Light
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The stray light in the visible light wavelength has been measured, and 
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Appendix















































280 sec exposure with 10” pixel summing
line?core
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